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Derivations on /-semigroups and formal languages 
H. MITSCH 
Introduction 
Transformations of lattices resp. lattice-ordered semigroups satisfying formal 
properties which correspond to the differentiation rules of the sum, product and 
composite of real functions have been studied in [8], [9]. However it was shown 
in [8] that for the most important /-semigroups only the identity mapping resp. 
the zero mapping (if defined) satisfy all these formal rules. Thus the abstraction 
in this sense turned out to be "not very" useful; besides the motivation for the 
investigation of such transformations was still missing. In this paper we give a 
motivation studying the derivations of formal languages (see [2], [3]). 
Since the set P(X*) of all formal languages on an alphabet X forms a lattice 
ordered semigroup (briefly: l-semigroup) with respect to set theoretical intersec-
tion, union and complex product, in general we consider such /-semigroups (see 
[5], [6]). By this we mean a set S with three binary operations A, V, •, such that 
1) (5, A, V) is a lattice, 
2) (S, •) is a semigroup, 
3) a(bVc) ={ab)\J{ac), (a\Jb)c = (ac)V(fcc) (Va,b,c£S). 
We note that every such /-semigroup is a partially ordered semigroup with respect 
to its lattice order, i.e. a^b=>ac^bc and ca^cb (Vc£ S). A dual l-semigroup 
satisfies 1), 2), 3) and 
4) a(bAc) =(ab)A(ac), (aAb)c = (ac)A(bc) (Va,b,c£S). 
A rig/it lattice ordered semigroup (briefly: rl-semigroup, see [7]) is defined by 1) and 
2) and 
3') (a\Jb)c = (ac)M(bc), (aAb)c = (ac)A(bc) <ya,b,c£S). 
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The aim of this paper is to investigate transformations of (r)/-semigroups S 
which satisfy the most important properties of the derivations of formal languages 
(see [2], [3]). Essentially they are lattice homomorphisms which are at the same 
time semigroup translations. First we prove some general properties of such "deriva-
tions" and state their explicit form on special (r)/-semigroups. Next we suppose 
S to have right quotients, a condition which corresponds to an important property 
of the /-semigroup (P(X*) , f l , U, •)• This motivates the study of mappings of 
the form cp(x)=x:a (Vx£S , a£S fixed) which reflect the definition of derivation 
in P(X*). We investigate such transformations on general /-semigroups and show 
that they satisfy all the properties of a "derivation". Conversely it turns out that 
every "derivation" on certain /-semigroups has the form <p(x)=x:a for a certain 
a£ S. These results become more apparent by the theorem that under certain con-
ditions every such /-semigroup is isomorphic to the /-semigroup P(X*) of all formal 
languages on an alphabet X. In particular we obtain that it is impossible to define 
transformations on P(X*) satisfying the three essential properties of a derivation, 
but different from the mappings of the form <p(A)—A:a (VA£P(X*)). 
1. Derivations with dual chain-rule 
LetX^0 be an alphabet and (A1*, •) the free semigroup of all words w=a± ... a„ 
with letters at in X with respect to concatenation " •" , the empty word X being 
the identity element of (X*, •). Then every subset A of X* is called a formal lan-
guage on X. The set theoretical union, intersection and the complex product of two 
formal languages A, B on X (A • B= {ab\a£A, b£B), A - @ = 0 • A= <Z>) are again 
formal languages on X. With respect to the operations f l , U and • the power set 
P(X*) forms a lattice ordered semigroup with identity {A}. 
The derivative of a formal language A£P(X*) with respect to a letter a£X 
({a}£P(X*)) is defined as the subset Da{A)^{xdX*\axdA} of X* (see [3]). Thus 
for a fixed a£X to every A£P(X*) there corresponds a B£P(X*) defined by 
B=Da(A); consequently Da can be interpreted as a mapping Da: P(X*)—P(X*) 
satisfying the following three properties which are of most importance for the applica-
tion to regular expressions and the construction of finite automatas, i.e. acceptors 
(see [3]): 
1) Da(AUB)=Ba{A)\JD.(B) (VA,B€P(X*)) 
2) Z>a(Ai)B) = Da(A)i]£>a(B) (Va€X) 
3) DM-B) =Da(A)-BU5(A)-Da(B), 
where 5(A)=X if ?.£A and <504)= 0 if X$A. Furthermore we have Da(0)— 0 , 
Da(X*)=X* and Da(M) = {X) for at least one M£P(X*). Since (P(X*), f l , U ) 
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is also uniquely complemented, we have also A , 0 0 = ( A , 0 0 ) ' {i AdP(X*)). Thus 
every mapping Da is a (0, l)-lattice homomorphism satisfying a certain "dual chain 
rule" (for 8(A)=X) resp. the property of a semigroup translation (for S(A)=0). 
This motivates the definition of the concept of derivation on general (r)/-semigroups 
and the study of such transformations. 
D e f i n i t i o n . Let S be an (r)/-semigroup with identity e. A transformation 
<p: S—S is called a derivation of S, if for all x, ydS 
R e m a r k s . 1. Let (p: S-~S be a mapping satisfying (1) or (2); then for 
x^e we get xy^y (VydS), thus (p(xy)^<p(y) (since <p is order preserving by (1) 
or (2)). Consequently, if we can show the equation <p(xy)=cp(x)y for all x,ydSf 
then (p(xj>)=(p(xy)V(p(>')=<p(x)y\/(p(_»') for x^e and for all ydS. 
2. Let (S, A, V) be uniquely complemented and let <p: S-+S satisfy (1) and 
(2); then <p(x') = [q>(x)]' (VxdS) iff <p(o)=o and q>(i)=i (o is the least, i is the 
greatest element of 5), because <p(x) Vq>(x')=<p(x\/x')=<p(i), <p(x)A(p(x') = 
=<p(xAx')=(p(o) (Vx€S). 
3. Let (S, A, V) be a Boolean lattice and let cp: S-S satisfy (1) [resp. (2)] 
and <p(x')=:[<p(x)Y (Vx£S); then <p satisfies (2) [resp. (1)], for xAy=(x'S/y')' 
(Vx, j /eS) implies <p(xAy)=[<p(x'V/)]' = ([cp(*)]'V[y(y)]')'=<p(x)/\(p(y) (Vx,v£S). 
E x a m p l e s . Let S be an (r)/-semigroup with identity e. 
1. The identity mapping i d ( x ) = x (\/xd S) is a derivation on S. 
2. If S has a least element o with o=ox(\/xdS), then cp(x)=o (Vx€S) is a 
derivation of S. 
3. If S is ah /-semigroup, then <p(x) — a (Vx£S, adS fixed) is a derivation of 
5 iff a is a left zero of (5, •)• (if <P is a derivation and there is an xdS with x^e, 
then a = cp(xy) = <p(x)y=ay for every y£S; if x ^ e (Vx£S), then a — (p(xy) = 
= (p(x)y\/ <p(y)=ay\/ a=ay for all ydS; in both cases a is a left zero of S. Con-
versely, if a=ay (VydS) and (p(x) = a (Vx£S), then <p(xy)=a=ay = <p(x)y 
(Vx, y£ S) and we can apply Remark 1.) 
4. The transformation cp(x)=ax (Vx£S, adS fixed) is a derivation of S iff 
ad S is left distributive with respect to A (and V). (Since <p (xy) = a (xy) = (ax) y = 
=<p(x)y (Vx, ydS), we can apply Remark 1; the properties (1) and (2) are clear 
iff a(xA.v) = (ax)A(a/) resp. a(xV.i') = («x)V(fl>') for all x, v€S.) 
(1) 
(2) 
<p(xVy) = <p(x)V q>(y), 
<p(xAy) = <p(x)A(p(y), 
(3) (p(xy) = 
f (p(x)y\J(p(y) if x^e, 
\<p(x)y if x^e. 
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R e m a r k . In S=P(X*) the only left zero is 0 ; but <p(A)=0 (VA£P(X*)) 
is not a derivation D„ in the sense of formal languages, since Da{X*)r*f& for 
every a£X. 
P r o p e r t i e s . Let S be an (r)/-semigroup with identity e and <p a derivation 
of 5. 
1.1. If S has a least element o with o=xo (Vx£S), then (p(o)=o. (If there 
exists x^e, then (p(o) = q>(xo) = <p(x)o=o; if x g e (VxgS), then e=o and 
o=xo=xe=x (Vx€S) ; but for 5={o}, trivially (p{o) — o.) 
1.2. If S is an /-semigroup, then (p(x")=(p(x)x"~1 for all x £ S and for all 
integers n ^ 2 . (Case n = 2: for x g e we have (p(x2) = <p(xx) = q>(x)x V <p(x) = 
=<p(x)x, and for x^e we have <p(x2)=<p(x)x; induction: for x g e we have 
<p(xn)=<p(xxn-1)=<p(x)x"-1\/xn-t)=<p(x)xn~1 and for x^e 
we have q>(x") = (p(x)x"~1.) 
1.3. If S has o with e ^ o , then (p(c) = c for all right zeros c£S. (Since e^o, 
there exists x«=e and <p(c)—(p(xc) = <p(x) c = c.) 
1.4. <p(c)^(p(x) (Vxg S) for every left zero c ^ f . (<p(c)=cp(cx)—(p(c)xV <p(x) & 
&</>(x) for all x65.) 
1.5. If 5 has a greatest element /, then c^<p(x) ( V x £ S ) and c=<p(i) for a 
two-sided zero c S e . (c=<p(c) = <p(x) for all x£S by 1.3 and 1.4; since e g / 
implies e = <p(c)^<p(i), we get c = <p(i).) 
1.6. If (S , A, V) is uniquely complemented with e—i and <p(e) — e, then 
<p=id. (By Theorem 1.2, Ch. II of [5] we have xy — xAy (Vx, y£S); thus for 
x < e , (p(x)Ay = (p(x)y = <p(xy) = (p(xAy) = q>(x)/\<p(y) (\/y£S); for x —v we get 
<p(x)Ax = <p(x), thus (p(x)^x; but q>(e)~e implies <p(x) = (p(ex) = cp(e)x\J (p(x) = 
=xV<p(v) = x, and <p (.v) = x for all x£S. If i=e=o, then S={o} and <p ( x ) = x 
holds trivially.) 
1.7. If (£, A, V) is Boolean and <p(e) = e, cp(o) = o, then (p = id. (Since 
cp(e)=e, we have again cp(x) S x (Vx6 5); x=i implies <p(i) = i, so that [cp(x)]' = 
=<p(x') (Vx£ S) by Remark 2; since S is Boolean, <p(x) ^ x implies <p(x') = 
= [<^(x) ] ' s x ' (Vx€S) , hence (p(x) = x (\/x(ES).) 
S 
R e m a r k . By Property 1.3 every right zero is a fixed point of S with e^o. 
In S=P(X*) the only right zero is 0 , which is indeed a fixed point for every deriva-
tion Da. By a Theorem in [4], every order preserving transformation (in particular 
every derivation) has at least one fixed point iff (S, A, V) is complete; for example 
Da(M) = M for M={A, a"; n=l, 2, 3, ...}. 
In the following we prove three lemmas on the explicit form of derivations on 
special /-semigroups S. Although the conditions imposed on S are not satisfied for 
P(X*), these results seem to have some interest on their own. We note, that in 
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every (r)/-semigroup S with identity e: <p(x)=cp(ex)=<p(e)x\/ (p(x)^cp(e)x for all 
x£ S and for every derivation (p. 
L e m m a 1.1. Let S be an (r)l-semigroup with identity e. If there is a right 
invertible element a^e in S, then every derivation <p of S has the form (p(x) — cp(e)x 
( V * € 5 ) . 
P r o o f . We have ab = e for some Z>£S. If a > e , then ¿ < e (since a x ? 
implies e—ab ~b, but b—e implies a=e); consequently we get <p(x)=<p(ex)= 
=<p(abx)=(p(a)bx\J<p(b)x=[<p(a)b\J<p(b)]x=(p(ab)x=cp(e)x for all x£S. If a^e, 
then we conclude for every S that 
cp(x) = <p(abx) = cp(a)(bx) = [<p(a)b]x = <p(ab)x = cp(e)x. 
C o r o l l a r y . Let S be a dual ¡-semigroup with identity e and right invertible 
element a^e. Then the derivations on S are exactly the inner left translations <p (x) = cx 
(\/x£S, c£S arbitrary). 
R e m a r k . If we suppose that for every derivation cp^id there exists at least 
one b^e in S with cp(b)=e, then also the converse of Lemma 1.1 is true: if (p^id, 
then <p(e) ^ e , since <p(e)=e implies <p(x) = <p(ex) = (p(e)x=ex=x, thus <p = i d ; 
but (p(b) = e for some b?±e, hence e — q>(b) = (p(e)b and a=cp(e)^e is a right 
invertible element. 
E x a m p l e . Let (L, A , V) be an arbitrary lattice and S=F(L) the set of all 
transformations of L. With pointwise intersection, union and with the composi-
tion of functions (fog)(x)= /[#(*)] (Vx£L), (S, A, V , o) forms an /-/-semigroup 
with identity id (see [7]). Since every permutation of L is (right)invertible with respect 
to "o", every derivation <p of 5 has the form <p(/) = <p(id)o/(V /£S). Choosing 
^(id) as a constant function fa defined by fa(x)=a (\/x£L), q>(id) is left distribu-
tive with respect to " A " and " V " , so that ( p ( f ) = f a (V/CES) (see Example 4). 
L e m m a 1.2. Let S be a uniquely complemented rl-semigroup with identity e. 
If ox—o, ix = i (\/x£S), then every derivation (p of S with <p(o) = o, <p(i) = i has 
the form q>(x) — q>(e)x (\f x£S). 
P r o o f . If e=o, then x = ex=e for all x£S and S={e}; thus <p(e) = e 
and ip(x) = (p(e)x (Vx^S). Let e^o; then e'=£e. Furthermore (xyY = x'y 
(Vx, y£S), since (xy)y(*'>') = iy = i, (xy)A(x'y) — oy=o. Consequently, for all 
x€ S, (p (x) = (p (ex) = cp \(e' .v)'] = [<p (e' x)]' = [<p (e') x]' = [tp (e')\ x = <p(e)x (see Re-
mark 2). 
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L e m m a 1.3. Let S be a Boolean rl-semigroup with e^o and ab=o i f f a—o 
or b=o. Then every derivation of S with q>(i)—i has the form 
P r o o f . Since <p(o)=o by Property 1.1 and <p(i) = i, by Remark 2 we have 
(x')=[Q>(JC)]' (V*€S) . Let first x g e ; then x ' ^ e (otherwise o = x A x ' ^ x A e = e ) ; 
consequently, o=<p(o)=q> (oy)=<p [(x A x')y]=<p (xy) A <p (x'y)=[(p(x)y\J<p(y)]A<f>(x')y= 
= oM[(p{y)h(p{x')y] (\iy€.S). For y=i we get o = cp(x')i; since /Vo, we conclude 
<p(x')=o, thus <p(x)=/' ( V x £ S with x&e). In particular we have cp(e)=i, hence 
<p(x) = (p(ex) = cp(e)xV<p(x)six^x, i.e. <p(x)^x (Vx€5) . 
Next let x\\e; if x ' s e , then x^e and similarly to the case x^e, x ' ^ e , we 
get <p(x)—o; but then <p(x)^x (Vx£S) implies x=o, a contradiction. If x'^e 
then o = (p(xy)A(p(x'y) = <p(x)yA<p(x')y = <p(x)yA[<p(x')y\jx'y] = oV[<p(x)yAx ,y] = 
= [<p(x)Ax'\y (\jy£S). For y=i we get o = [<p(x)Ax']/ and thus <p(x)Ax'=o; 
that means cp (x) ^ x. Together with cp (x) s x ( V x £ S ) we conclude cp(x)=x 
( V X € 5 , X ||e). 
Finally let x < e ; if x = o , then <p(o)=o; if x ^ o , then x ' ^ e (otherwise / g e S x , 
which implies x = o ) . Similarly to the case x||e, x'^e, we obtain cp(x)=x for all 
x<e in S and the proof is complete. 
C o r o l l a r y . Let S be a Boolean rl-semigroup with e^o and ab = o i f f a = o 
or b = o. Then every derivation <p on S with <p(i) — i is the identity mapping. 
P r o o f . Since by Example 1 the identity transformation i d ( x ) = x is always 
a derivation with <p(i)=i, by Lemma 1.3 we have x = i d ( x ) = / for all x=re. In 
particular e=i\ thus every derivation <p of S with <p(i) = i satisfies cp(e)—e, too. 
But then <p=\<L by Property 1.7. 
Returning to the concept of derivation of a formal language A£P(X*) with 
respect to a letter a£X, defined by 
we may interprete L>a(A) as the greatest set BQX* with respect to set inclusion 
such that aBQA. More generally, the derivation of a formal language A£P(X*) 
with respect to a set TQX* is defined by 
i for each x e 
x for each x ^ e. 
2. Quotient mappings 
Da(A) = {xtX*\ax£A}, 
DT(A) = {x£X*\ Tx c A}, 
i.e. as the greatest set CQX* such that T- CQA (see [3]). 
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The /-semigroup (P(X*), f l , U, •) has the property that for each ordered pair 
A, B£P(X*) in the set of all Y£P{X*) with A • YQB there is a greatest element 
with respect to set inclusion, denoted by B:A and called the right quotient of B 
with respect to A. Therefore a derivation DT with respect to TQX* can be viewed 
as a mapping DT: P(X*)-»P(X*) which associates to every A£P(X*) the right 
quotient A:T=DT(A), the greatest element CeP(X*) such that T-CQA. If T 
consists of a single letter a£X, then Da(A)=A:a, the greatest element B£P(X*) 
with aBQA. 
Consequently, for this section we suppose S to be an ¡-semigroup with right 
quotients (see [5], [6]); by this we mean an /-semigroup S such that for every ordered 
pair a, b£S, in the set of all x£S with ax^b there exists a greatest element with 
respect to " S " , denoted by b:a and called the right quotient of b with respect to a. 
We recall [5] that a complete l-semigroup is defined as an /-semigroup S which is a 
complete lattice satisfying the identity: a(V/>,)=V(a/>f) for all a, b£S, where 
the join is taken for an arbitrary set of indices. In particular it is easy to see, that in 
a complete /-semigroup S with xo — o (\f x£ S) the right quotients b.a exists for 
all pairs a,b£S. 
Motivated by the (complete) /-semigroup (P(X*), f l , U, •) with right quo-
tients and its derivations DT(A)=A:T {y A£P(X*)) we give the following 
D e f i n i t i o n . Let S be an /-semigroup with right quotients; then every trans-
formation (pa(x)=x:a ((VxfE S), af_ S fixed) is called a quotient mapping of S with 
respect to a£S. 
First we show that every quotient mapping can be reduced to quotient mappings 
with respect to atoms of S: 
L e m m a 2.1. Let S be a complete, atomic, Boolean l-semigroup with xo = o, 
(\/x(: X); then every (px, a?±o, is an intersection of quotient mappings q>a on S with 
respect to atoms a£S. 
P r o o f . Since (S1, A, V) is an atomic Boolean lattice, every element a£S , 
a^o, is a join of atoms a£ S, that is a = \Jai (Theorem III. 1.5 in [1]). But 
(S, A, V, •) is also complete, so that right quotients exist and by [5], p. 156, x:a= 
=x:(Vai)=/\(x:ai). Consequently, <pa(x)=x:a= A(^:af) = A^<i,(*) (Vx£S), i.e. 
</>a=A<*V 
R e m a r k s . 1. For formal languages the same result is valid: for arbitrary 
TQX* we have DT={x£X*\Tx^A}={x£X*\tx^A (ytZT)}= f ) {x£X*\tx£A}= 
t£T 
= Q D,(.A), where t£ T is a word over X, that is an atom in the power set 
(P(X*), n , u ) . 
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2. By the definition of the derivation of a formal language A£P(X*) with 
respect to a word a=a1...a„ of length n> 1 (see [3]), Da is decomposed into deriva-
tions with respect to words of length 1, i.e. with respect to single letters a£X, by 
the.following rule: 
DaiaM) = D01[Dai(A)], Dai...0n(A) = Dan[Dai...an_l(A)] {V A£P(X% 
where a,, ..., a„ are single letters in X. Therefore Da is the composite of the Da¡ 
(/'=1, ..., ri), that is 
. Da = Dai:„ttn = D0ttoDttn_o...oDai. 
We prove the same result for derivations on certain /-semigroups S with iden-
tity e. We use the concept of irreducible elements (see [5]): we call an element S 
irreducible if a=bc (b, c£S) implies b = a, c=e or b = e, c—a. In (P(X*), f l , U, • ) 
the irreducible elements are exactly the letters of X, i.e. the words of length 1, and 
every word w€X* is a product of (irreducible) letters of X. 
L e m m a 2.2. Let S be an l-semigroup with identity e and with right quotients, 
such that every atom (¿¿e) is a finite product of irreducible atoms. Then every cpa 
(aZ S is an atom) can be splitted up into derivations with respect to irreducible atoms 
of S. 
P r o o f . If a = a1...a„, and a£S are irreducible atoms, then we have by 
[5], p. 155 
x:a = x:(a1...an) = (x:a1):(a2...an) = (((x:a1):a2):...:an), 
so that 
q>a(x) = x: (ax... an) = [(<pB1(x): a2):...: a„] = 
= (PaSVan-ÁVa^Á- <P01(*)))), i.e. 
<Pa(x)=(<PanO<pan_10...0(pai)(x) (Vx£S). 
Thus every mapping <px ( a £ S ) on a complete, atomic, Boolean /-semigroup 
with identity and xo=o (Vx£S) can be decomposed into a product and (or) an 
intersection of quotient mappings with respect to irreducible atoms. Therefore we 
can restrict our investigations to mappings <pa with respect to irreducible atoms 
a € S . 
P r o p e r t i e s . Let 5 be an /-semigroup with identity e ( ^ o if o exists) and 
with right quotients and let cp„ be an arbitrary quotient mapping on 5 with a ah 
(irreducible) atom of S. 
2.1. If S has i and o with ox=o (Vx€S), then (pQ(x)=i (\/x£S). (<p0(x)~ 
=x:o=i by definition.) 
2.2. If a w i t h a g e , then <pa(x)^x (Vx£ S). (In fact, <p3(x)=x:a and 
a ( x : a ) « x ; but <x^e implies a(x:a)^x:ix, thus x:a^x for all x£S.) 
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2.3. If 5 has i and ab = o implies b = o, then <pa(o) = o, (pa(i) = i. (By defini-
tion <pa(o)=o:a and a(o:a)^o implies a{o\a)=o\ since a is an atom (t^o) 
it follows o:a=o; moreover <pa(i)=i:a=i since axSi for all x€S . ) 
2.4. If e£ S is an irreducible atom and if ab—o implies b=o, then (pa(e)=o 
ore. (q>a(e)=e:a and a(e:a)^e; if a(e:a)=o, then e : o = o ; if a(e:a)=e, then 
a=e,e:a=e.) 
2.5. (pe(x)=x for all x£ S, i.e. (pe is the identity mapping. 
2.6. If ab=a implies that b is an atom, then <pa(a)=e. ((pa(a) =a:a and 
a(a:a)^a; since a e = a , by definition e^a:a; but e<a:a would imply 
a^a(a:a)^a and a(a:a) = a, so that a:a would be an atom of S, which is impos-
sible for e-=a:o.) 
L e m m a 2.3. Let S be an ¡-semigroup with identity e and with right quotients, 
such that ax —a is ah atom only if x is an atom. Then (pa — cpb i f f a—b (i.e. quotient 
mappings with respect to different atoms are distinct). 
P r o o f . Let <pa=(pt,, i.e. x:a=x:b for all x£S. For x—a we obtain e~a:a = 
=a:b by Property 2.6; consequently, b = be — b(a:b)^a. Similarly, for x=b we 
get a^b, so that a=b. 
L e m m a 2.4. Let S be an l-semigroup with right quotients such that 1) ax—o 
implies x=o, 2) ab — r is an atom only if b is one. Then for all atoms a, c of S with 
c^a we have: 
if c = ab 
t 
1 - otherwise. 
P r o o f . If S is an arbitrary atom of S which can be written in the form 
c=ab, then b£S is uniquely determined: let c = ab = ad, then c = a{b\Jd) which 
implies that bMd is an atom with b\Jd^b, d\ consequently bMd=b=d. From 
c=ab we conclude b = c:a, since if there is an m£S with am^c but m>b, 
then am^ab=c, so that am=c=ab and thus m=b, a contradiction. Consequently; 
<pa(c)=b. If c£S is not a product with a£S as a left factor, then also a(c\a)ric 
since a(c:a)^c and c£S is an atom, we have a(c:a) = o, thus c.a = o, i.e. 
(,Pa(c) = o. 
C o r o l l a r y . Let S be a complete, atomic, Boolean l-semigroup such that xo = o 
(Vx£ S) and ab^o for arbitrary atoms a,b£S. Then for every atom c£ S with 
c^a we have 
- I 
{o otherwise. 
P r o o f . We have to consider only the second case when a(c:a) = o. If c:a?±o, 
then by Theorem III. 1.5 of [1] we have c : a = \ f a i with a £ S atoms. Hence 
o=a(\/a)=\/(aal)^aah thus aa=o, a contradiction. 
T 
b if c = ab 
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3. Quotient mappings are derivations 
In this section we shall show, that every quotient mapping <pa with respect to 
an irreducible atom a£S satisfies the properties of a general derivation. Though 
its proof will be easy by Theorem 4.2, we give a direct proof by a series of lemmas, 
since the conditions imposed on the /-semigroup under consideration are often very 
much weaker than those of Theorem 4.2. 
T h e o r e m 3.1. Let S be a complete, atomic, Boolean l-semigroup with identity 
e such that 1) ox = xo = o (VxGS), 2) ab is an atom i f f a, b are atoms, 3) every atom 
can be uniquely represented as a product of irreducible atoms. Then every quotient 
mapping <pa with respect to an irreducible atom a£S is a derivation. 
L e m m a 3.2. Let S be a complete, atomic, Boolean l-semigroup in which xo~o 
(VA€5) and the product of any two atoms is again an atom. Then every <pa (a£S 
is an atom) satisfies 
<Pa (V xi) ~ V Va(xi) (Vx,€S and any set I of indices), i i 
P r o o f . We have to show that (V xt):a=V (.Xi'.a). Let x , : a = a i and let 
S be such that m > V « i but a m ^ \ J x,. Since m ^ o , by Theorem III. 1.5 
i i 
of [1], m = \J b: and am=\J (ab:) V But a, b, are atoms, hence ab, are atoms, 
j J i 
too; therefore abj^am^\J x; implies abj^x, for at least one index i£l (see 
[1]). Denote by /,• the set of all indices j f j with ab^x-^ then V ( f lb j )=a( \ / bj)^ 
J I J ( 
^ x h e n c e V b,^xi:a=<xi. Thus m = V b. = V (V ¿>;) — V <*;. a contradiction. 
ji J i Ji i 
Since a(V a,) = a(V (*/:<*))= V ( « ( * . • • ' V x h the proof is complete. 
L e m m a 3.3. Let S be an l-semigroup with right quotients; then for every q>a 
(a£S is an arbitrary atom) we have (pa(xAy)=(pa(x)A(p0(y) for all x,y£S. 
P r o o f . By [5], p. 155, we have (xAy):a=(x:a)A(y:a) Cia,x,y£S). 
L e m m a 3.4. Let S be a complete, atomic, Boolean l-semigroup, in which xo=o 
for all xd S and the product of any two atoms is again an atom. Then every <pa 
(a£S is an atom) satisfies cpa(o)=o, (pa(i) = i and thus [(pa(x)]' = (p„(x') (Vx£S) . 
P r o o f . We show, that ab=o implies b—o. Suppose b^o\ then by Theorem 
III. 1.5 of [1], b=\J bt with atoms b£S; thus o=ab=\J (ab,), hence 
/ i 
but o£S is not an atom, a contradiction. By Property 2.3 we obtain <pa(o)=o, 
<pa(i)=i and by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 we get (pa(x)V<pa(x')=<pa(x\/x')=q>a(i)~i 
and <pa(x)A<pa(x') = q>a(o)=o. Therefore (pa(x')=[(pa(x)]' (Vx€S). 
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L e m m a 3.5. Let S be a complete, atomic, Boolean I-semigroup such that xo = 
= ox=o (\fxd S) and ab is an atom i f f a, b are atoms of S; then every atom of S is 
left and right cancellable. 
P r o o f . Let ax=ay for some atom a 6 S, x, yd S arbitrary. If x=o, then 
ax=o=ay and by the proof of Lemma 3.4 we get y=o. Let x^o and y^o; 
then again x=V xt, y=V y,- with x^y&S atoms; thus V (axd = V (ay,) = ay, 
i J i J 
(V j€J). Hence we conclude again ay^axt for at least one id I (since ays is an 
atom); but aXi is an atom, too, so that ayj=axi. This implies a (x i Vj ; j )=ax i 
where ax{ is an atom; hence x ^ y 3 has to be an atom, which implies x ^ 
= x i—yj - Consequently, every xt (id I ) is equal to at least one yj (jdJ); analogously 
we obtain that every yj ( j d J ) is equal to at least one xt (id/). Hence the sets 
{x,|z£/} and {yj\jdJ} are equal and so x=y. 
L e m m a 3.6. Let S be a complete, atomic, Boolean l-semigroup with identity e, 
which is an atom of S. If S satisfies the properties 1) a, b are atoms i f f ab is an atom, 
2) ox=xo=o (\/x£S), 3) every atom ¿¿e is a unique finite product of irreducible 
atoms, then every <pa (a£S is an irreducible atom) satisfies 
P r o o f . Let first x^e; then we have to show q=(xy):a=(x:a)y = r (VydS). 
By definition ar=a(x:a)y^xy, thus r^(xy):a=q. For the converse we prove 
first that ab=cd with a an irreducible atom and b, c, d arbitrary atoms such that 
c^e implies ab—awd for an appropriate atom w£S. By Condition 3), ab = cd 
implies ab1...bm=c1...ckd1...d„, from which it follows that a=c1 and ab=awd 
for an atom S (Condition 1), which may be equal to edS. More generally, the 
equation az—xy with an irreducible atom a£S, and with x,y,z£S satisfying 
x^e, x^o, y^o, Zy^o, implies az=awy for some wdS. Since x=\J xh _v = \/yjt 
i j 
z = V zk, we obtain from az=xy that V (az*)=(V *i)(V y / )= V (V x i y ) = K K I J I J " 
= V ( x i y j ) = x i y j for all (i, j)dIXJ. Since x t y j is an atom, we conclude again 
IxJ 
that XtyjS.azk for at least one kdK, so that xiyJ=azk=awiyj for some atoms 
w.GS (since x= V x^e implies x^e, V /£ / ) . In particular we get by Lemma 
3.5 that Xi=aWi (V/£/). Thus az= \J (xtyj)= V (aw,yj)=a(\/ iv,)(V j-;)=awy. 
IxJ IxJ I J 
In order to show q=r, we proceed as follows. By definition we have aq= 
=a[(xy):a\^xy] then there exist x ^ x , y ^ y such that aq=x1y1. Indeed, if 
aq=o, then xx—o^x, y-y=o^y satisfy the equation; if aq^o, then by Condi-
tion 2), X9*o, y^o and again aq=\f a,^ V (xiyi) implies a^x-. y, for at least 
L IxJ ' J • 
one (i,j)£lXJ and every IdL; hence a /=x, j J - and aq=\J a,= V x^ — 
<P„(x)yV<pa(y) if x^e 
<Pa(x)y otherwise. 
L 
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=(y Xi)(y yJ)=x1y1 with x ^ x , y ^ y , in particular x^o, y^o, since other-
wise aq=o and therefore by the proof of Lemma 3.4, q=o^r holds trivially. 
Consequently aq = x1y1 implies aq=awy1 (since x ^ e for x^e and x ^ x j ) ; 
by Lemma 3.5 we get q=wyt and aw=a (V w,)=(V aw,)=V x~x, thus by 
definition w^x:a. Hence we conclude that q = wyl^wy^(x:a)y=r, i.e. q^r. 
Finally let x^e; then x^o because e is an atom. We have to show <pa(xy)= 
=(pa(x)yV(Pa(y) for all y€S. We have x=x\/e with x^e, since x^o implies 
x = V Xi with some atoms xfcS, hence xt and e^xh i.e. e=xt for at i i 
least one /£ / ; if J denotes the set of all / £ / such that x^e, then x — V x^e 
j 
(otherwise x.=e for at least one j£J) and x = ( V * i ) V ( V x)=xVe. Applying j 1 — 3 
Lemma 3.2 we get 
<Pa(xy) = Va[(xVe)y] = <pa(xy)V<Pa(y) = <Pa(x)yV<pa(y) (Vy€S) , 
(pa(x) = <paQcVe) = (pa(x)V <Pa(e). 
We have to distinguish two cases: (i) e is not a product with a as a left factor: 
(ii) e=ab with some S. 
In case (i), <pa(e)=o for a^e, since — applying the first part of the proof of 
Lemma 3.4 — Condition 1 of Lemma 2.4 is satisfied, and a—e gives <p„=id (Prop-
erty 2.5), which is a derivation; consequently q>a(x)=(pa(x). In case (ii), by Lemma 
2.4, q>a(e)—b (if a—e, then (pa =id); but <pa(e)y=<pa(y) (\/y£S), since e~ab 
implies y—aby for all y£S; if y=o, then <pa(e)o—q>a{p)=o by Property 2.3 
and Lemma 3.4 (for y=a we get by Property 2.6 that <pa(a)=e and q>a(e)a= 
=ba=e, since a=aba implies e—ba by Lemma 3.5); if y^o, then y=\J y} with 
certain atoms y&S and thus by Lemma 3.2 (pa(y)=V <Pa(yj)=V [<Po(e)yjl = j j 
=<Pa(e) (V yj)=9a(e)y (Vy£S). Consequently, in this case (pa{x)=(pa(x)\J q>a(e) 
implies 
<Pa(.x)yV<pa(y) = (p„(x)yV <pa(e)y\/ <pa(y) = <ptt(x)yV<pa(y) = <pa(xy) 
for every S and the proof is complete. 
4. The converse 
The next theorem establishes the converse of Theorem 3.1, that is that every 
derivation on S is a quotient mapping of S. We note that any quotient mapping 
<pa of S with respect to an a torn a£S such that ab=a implies that b is an atom 
has a further property: there exists b£S with cpa(b)=e, for example (pa(a)—e 
by Property 2.6. Supposing this as a supplementary property of a derivation we get 
T h e o r e m 4.1. Let S be a complete, atomic, Boolean ¡-semigroup with identity e, 
in which following conditions are satisfied: e is an atom; ox—xo=o for all x£S; 
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a and b are atoms i f f ab is an atom. Then every transformation <p:S—S satisfying 
the following four properties is a quotient mapping with respect to a uniquely determined 
atom: 
1) ? ( V * | ) = V ? ( * / ) ( V * f e s y 
j i 
2) <p(xf\y) = (p(x)/\cp(y) ( V x , y € S ) ; 
3 ) 9 i x y ) = U x ) y (Vx 
4) <p(x) — e for at least one x£S. 
P r o o f . By 4) there is an x£S with <p(x)=e; x^o, since q>(o)=o^e by 
Property 1.1. If x=e, then ip(e) = e implies by Property 1.7 that (p(x)=x for all 
x£ S; but by Property 2.5, (pe(x)-=x (Vx£ S), hence <p—(pe (<pe is uniquely deter-
mined by Lemma 2.3). 
Now, if x^o, x^e, then x=\J x,, where x ; are atoms of S (by Theorem III. 1.5 i 
of [1]); hence by 1), <p(x)=\J <p(x,) = e and rp(x ;)^e (/£/). If q>(xt)=o (Vz'€/), 
/ 
then (p(x) = o=e, a contradiction;'consequently (p(x,) = e for at least one /£ / ; 
let a=Xi be that atom (it is determined uniquely, since (p(b)—e for an other 
atom b£S implies c = cp(aAb) = <p(o)=o, a contradiction). Thus we have <p(a)=e, 
<p(ax) = cp(a)x = ex=x (Vx^S) . 
Next we show for every atom c£S that <p{c)=ci iff c=ac1 (cx is an atom) 
and <p(c)=o in the other cases. If <p(c)^o, then (p{c)=\f c} for some atoms 
Cj£S; thus <p(c)Acj=Cj ( V j £ J ) - Since cp(acj)=Cj ( V j d J ) , too, we get by 2) 
that <p(cAaCj)=Cj (V_/€/). If c^acj, then cAacj=o and o=(p(o)=Cj, a con-
trandiction; hence c=acj and (p(c)=<p(acJ)=cj. Conversely let (p(c)=c1 with 
an atom cx of S; then (p(ac1) = c1 implies (p(cAac1)=c1; but c^ac{ would imply 
o—(p(o)=c1, which is impossible; hence c=ac1. 
Thus we can conclude by Lemma 2.4, that <p(c)=(pa(c) for all atoms c£S 
(if c=a, then cp(a)=e and also <pa(a)=e by Property 2.6). Consequently, for 
x=o we get q>(p)=o and also (pa(o)—o by Property 1.1 and Property 2.3; for 
x^o we have with some atoms x^S, and by Lemma 3.2, cp(x) = 
i 
= V <?(*;)=V <pJxi)=(pa(\/ xl)=(pa(x) (Vx€ S), i.e. (p=cpa. 
i i i 
Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 state that on certain /-semigroups the derivations are 
exactly the quotient mappings, like in (P(X*), f l , U, •). Thus the three (four) 
defining properties of a derivation are characteristic for the concept of the derivative 
of formal languages. Consequently, it is impossible to find other mappings on the 
/-semigroup ( P ( X * ) , f l , U, •) having the essential properties of derivations, that 
the quotient mappings. The equivalence of these two concepts becomes still more 
apparent by the following 
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T h e o r e m 4.2. An l-semigroup S is isomorphic to the ¡-semigroup P(X*) of 
all formal languages on an alphabet X i f f l) S is a complete, atomic, Boolean l-semi-
group; 2) ab is an atom i f f a, b are atoms; 3) every atom is a unique finite product of 
irreducible atoms; 4) ox=xo = o for all xdS. 
P r o o f . By [10] the complete, atomic, Boolean lattice («S, A, V) is isomorphic 
to the power set P(M) of the set M of all atoms of S. A lattice isomorphism is given 
by (p(x)=Mx (VxÇS) with Mx={a(iS\a is an atom with a ^ x } . It is easy to see 
that <p is also a semigroup homomorphism from (S, •) to (P(M), •). Indeed, if 
z£MxMy= {<x/}\u, f$ are atoms with a S ï , P^y} then z—a^xy and z is an atom 
(by 2)), so that z£Mxy. Conversely, if z£Mxy then z^xy and z is an atom, 
which implies that z~x1y1 with x1^x,y1^y (similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.6); 
therefore x1, y1 are atoms (by 2)), so that z£MxMy. The cases x=o resp. y=o 
imply Mx= 0 resp. My—Çd, thus MxMy= 0 , and xy=o (by 4)), thus 
Mxy= 0 , too. Consequently, q>{xy)=Mxy=MxMy—(p(x)cp(y) for all x, y£ S. 
Finally let X be the set of all irreducible atoms of S (see 3)). Then M=X*, 
the free semigroup generated by X. In fact aÇ_X* implies a = a1...an, « ¡ Ç J , so 
that a is an atom of S (by 2)) and a£M. Conversely b^M implies b = b1...bk 
where the bj are irreducible atoms of S (by 3)), i.e. bj£X and therefore b£X*. 
Thus S is isomorphic to P(M)=P(X*). The converse is trivial. 
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